Fixed Frame Masking Panels

Your Premier fixed frame masking panels have come preassembled and ready for use. Installation is a simple process as outlined.

**Tabs side down.** On the backside of the frame, there are two thin plastic placement tabs. This indicates the bottom of the masking panel and should be inserted in between the frame and the screen.

**Insert the top.** The top has large magnet(s), and the sides have two alignment magnets. If you find the fit is too snug or loose, there is about 1/16” of play in each set of corner brackets. If you need to tweak the panel’s fit, take the screen down, off, and re-tighten those corner brackets with more or less spacing as needed.

**Check all sides.** The placement tabs will provide adequate leverage, but you should check the full perimeter to make sure it’s snug in the frame.

Removal is just the reverse process and pulling the top first. If you have top/bottom panels, make sure you break them from each other first so one panel can’t pull the other one down. For a while you may have velvet fuzz remnants on your screen. If you can’t blow it off, canned air or a vacuum brush will do the trick. Velvet does collect fuzz, so some vacuuming will be needed on occasion.